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What is a democracy, if you don’t have the right to vote? To strip an individual of their fundamental right to vote is to deny that individual their personhood. Ancient Greeks called it civic death. The vote has value to the soul. It brings a connectedness with it.

Ronald W. Pierce
Democracy and Justice Fellow
I INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW

Over 102,000 people, a population larger than New Jersey’s capital city of Trenton, are ghosts in New Jersey’s democracy.1 Ghosts because New Jersey, by denying their right to vote because of a conviction—a right that is “preservative of all rights”2—does not see, hear, or represent them. In New Jersey, democracy’s ghosts are disproportionately, overwhelmingly Black people.3 Forty-three percent are Black, even though Black people are just 15 percent of New Jersey’s overall population.4 Indeed, due to population changes, New Jersey suppresses the voting rights of more Black people today than it prohibited from voting prior to the passage of the Fifteenth Amendment in 1870.5

Because New Jersey’s criminal justice system is infected with pervasive racial discrimination, stripping away the vote from people with criminal convictions imports that racial inequality directly into the political process, disproportionately separating Black people from voting—and diluting the collective voting strength of the communities from which they come.6

This report raises democracy’s ghosts out of the shadows so that they can be seen, heard, and represented. The
The right to vote has value to the soul, particularly for people in prison, on parole, and on probation, because it is a form of expression and it connects individuals to the broader community.

This report argues there is no legitimate reason to deny the precious right to vote to people with criminal convictions. Research reveals that voting helps to increase public safety, reduce recidivism, and increase the chances of successful integration into communities upon release. Having a voice in the governance of one’s community enhances one’s investment in being a positive and productive influence within it. In the same way that hospitals prepare to discharge a patient on the day of admission, successful reentry into society for people in prison must begin on the day a person enters prison. The right to vote for people in prison can be a strong element of successful integration.

New Jersey should join Maine and Vermont and pass pending legislation (S2100/A3456) to restore the right to vote to more than 102,000 people in prison, on parole, or on probation so that they may all vote in their home communities.

Finally, this report urges New Jersey to pass pending bill A1987, already passed by the New Jersey Senate, to end the pernicious practice of “prison-based gerrymandering,” which counts people in prisons for purposes of redistricting as residents of their temporary prison communities, instead of as residents of the communities from which they have come and to which they will return. Ending this practice ensures the voices and resources of the communities from which incarcerated people come from are not diluted.

II NEW JERSEY’S FOUNDATION OF DEMOCRATIC EXCLUSION

As we explain in our report 1844 No More: Let Us Vote, the story is often told about how racist Southern legislatures built democracies that excluded Black people, other people of color, and women. What is less well known is that this history of exclusion also took root deeply in New Jersey.

New Jersey was one of the first Northern states to restrict the vote to white men. New Jersey opposed the
Emancipation Proclamation, and it was the last Northern state to abolish slavery. Following the Civil War, New Jersey initially rejected the Thirteenth and Fifteenth Amendments and rescinded its initial ratification of the Fourteenth Amendment.

It is against this racist historical backdrop that New Jersey restricted access to the ballot box by denying the vote to people with criminal convictions in 1844, the same year it restricted voting to white men in its Constitution. New Jersey’s decision to maintain this practice 175 years later accomplishes the same racial exclusion that was prevalent in 1844 and serves to suppress the vote of over 102,000 people around the State.

1. Over 102,000 Denied the Right to Vote and Counting: Importing Racial Discrimination into the Electorate

In 2016, New Jersey suppressed the voting rights of 94,315 people with criminal convictions. In the three years since, that number has grown to 102,245. That is more people than reside in New Jersey’s capital city of Trenton, and more people than live in Camden, Hoboken, and in hundreds of other municipalities in New Jersey. New Jersey is disfranchising people at a rate of over 2,500 people each year.

Forty-three percent of the people denied the right to vote are Black, in a state where Black people are only 15 percent of the population. This disparate impact on Black political power is a direct result of New Jersey’s decision to connect the fundamental right to vote to its criminal justice system,

People who are incarcerated, on parole, and on probation aren’t represented in the political process and in many instances are treated as second class citizens.

Bashir Hawkins
Disfranchised from 2004-2015
Served 10 years

While change and growth happens to all, no matter our circumstance, I am unable to lead by example and show my family the importance of voting, especially in local elections. Media makes the presidential and to a smaller extent the Governor’s election important, but the elections like the school board and elections of other local officials are more valuable as they directly affect the community. My life is also directly affected by policies made by others without the input of anyone that understands these conditions of servitude. As long as the vote is denied to me, I will always feel as an enslaved person on the fringe of society. My vote is my voice.

Morris Jackmon
Disfranchised since 1993
Serving 33-year sentence
which is infected with racial discrimination.28

As Courtney Clement, who has been incarcerated since 2002 and is currently serving a 25-year sentence, says: “Tyranny stems from silencing the masses of differing viewpoints. This is the history of America as it relates to African-Americans in general and most recently African-American women in particular, and the disparity in sentences between Black and white women amply highlights this point.”

New Jersey also has the shameful distinction of having the highest Black/white adult and youth incarceration disparity rates in America. A Black adult in New Jersey is 12 times more likely to be incarcerated than a white adult.29 A Black child is 30 times more likely to be detained or committed than a white child30—even though research shows that Black and white kids commit most offenses at similar rates, and that any differences in the commission of violent offenses cannot explain these extreme racial disparities.31

New Jersey’s law imports these staggering racial disparities32 from the criminal justice system33 directly into the political process, accomplishing what now-prohibited poll taxes, grandfather clauses, and literacy tests explicitly sought to do: disproportionately exclude Black people from access to the ballot and political representation. These disparities are in significant part a reflection of racially discriminatory policy decisions at every stage of the criminal justice system.34

Being able to have a voice would allow me to speak out against those who are profiteering off my incarcerated Black body.

Gerald Vaughn
Disfranchised since 1995
Serving life plus 30

The loss of my voting rights has silenced my voice, which impedes my opportunity to contribute to my community and ultimately to my family. The right to vote is essential to engage in the political process. It is especially important and relevant given my exposure/experience with the criminal justice system.

Solwazi Nyahuma
Disfranchised since 1986
Serving life sentence

Losing my voting rights has silenced me, it has diminished the values I taught my children. Voting is your way to combat injustice and it is fundamentally one of the most important rights you have as an American, as a human. To remove it as a “collateral consequence” lessens it to merely a privilege afforded you by the government if you act in accordance with the government’s dictates.

Denise R. Taylor
Disfranchised since 2012
Serving 10-year sentence
As one federal appeals court recognized:

Before one who commits a criminal act becomes a felon...numerous other decisions must be made by State actors. Police departments decide where to spend resources, officers decide which individuals to search and arrest, prosecutors decide which individuals to charge (including whether to charge a felony or a misdemeanor), detain, and prosecute. If those decision points are infected with racial bias, resulting in some people becoming felons not just because they have committed a crime, but because of their race, then that felon status cannot...disqualify felons from voting.35

The exclusion of a sizable portion of the Black population from New Jersey’s electorate is a direct result of its decision to link voting rights to the criminal justice system.36 Notably, Maine and Vermont, along with Puerto Rico and many western democracies, do not tie the right to vote to the criminal justice system.37 Maine and Vermont are also, demographically, the two whitest states in the country.38 Not only have Maine and Vermont never prohibited people with criminal convictions from voting, they defend the laws that provide voting rights to their states’ residents. In 2018, the Maine Commission on Civil Rights examined the state’s voting rights to determine whether any changes should be recommended.39 In their report, the Commission unequivocally stated the following:

In providing incarcerated citizens with the right to vote, Maine recognizes that there is no government interest served by felon [disfranchisement] — much less a compelling one.40

III NEW JERSEY’S LAW UNDERMINES PUBLIC SAFETY

New Jersey’s denial of the right to vote to people with criminal convictions does not serve any of the well-recognized criminal justice goals of “retribution, deterrence, incapacitation, or rehabilitation.”41 Instead, it undermines
As I matured, I have come to understand losing my vote affects not only myself but also my entire community. I have come to understand that as more members of my community lose their right to vote, regaining these lost votes could change things for the community.

**Duran Williams**  
Disfranchised since 2011  
Serving 15-year sentence

each of these goals, and in doing so, public safety. We address each in turn below.

1. **Retribution**

*First,* retribution is animated by the philosophy that one who is convicted of a crime must be punished; the worse the crime, the more severe the punishment should be.

Crucially, the legislative purpose of denying people with criminal convictions the right to vote is not to “punish” the criminal act. The Supreme Court of the United States has explained that these laws are, in fact, “sustained as a nonpenal exercise of the power to regulate the franchise.”

Society may constrain a person’s movement as a form of punishment, but, whatever their ability to move around freely, a person maintains core fundamental rights, including the right to worship, get married and divorced.

**Tracey Donato (left)**  
Disfranchised since 2000  
Serving 27-year sentence

I was once a woman from the town of Margate, now simply an outcast, tossed aside the same as the garbage along the American highways. My story stems from a blackout that I had and an interrogation that pushed me to the edge of sanity, before capitulating to the narrative of events the police insisted I knew. I was never a registered voter, because I did not know how to register—not taught in school—but I would have voted and would vote today if I were able. I understand now the importance of voting because I am not seen as human, merely in the worst possible light.

**Mark Hopkins**  
Always Disfranchised  
Served 10 years

At 10 years old I was arrested for a fight I got into at school. I then went to prison. I have never been able to vote. Many people face this disfranchisement, people whose voices truly matter because they are treated as if they are not humans are not able to speak out politically. The right to vote for me personally means to be able to express myself, to be a constitutional citizen, and to be able to liberate myself in the political realm.

**Duran Williams**  
Disfranchised since 2011  
Serving 15-year sentence

**Tracey Donato (left)**  
Disfranchised since 2000  
Serving 27-year sentence

**Mark Hopkins**  
Always Disfranchised  
Served 10 years
and file lawsuits. While rights are restricted based on public safety concerns or the specific needs of administering a prison, the right to vote, the foundation of our democracy, is neither a threat to public safety nor prison administration, and should not be denied as a consequence of a conviction.

2. Deterrence

Second, the criminal justice goal of deterrence is intended to discourage community members from committing a crime. But denying the right to vote does not deter crime. Research shows that people are not deterred from committing an offense because they fear that they will lose their right to vote come November—indeed, most people are not aware that a criminal conviction will result in the loss of voting rights. In fact, the opposite is true: voting helps to reduce encounters with the criminal justice system and recidivism.

3. Incapacitation

Third, incapacitation is intended to enable society to protect itself by restraining or isolating people who threaten public safety. Whatever public safety justification attaches for restraining one’s ability to move freely, there is nothing dangerous about voting. To be sure, New Jersey does not justify denying voting rights for people with convictions on this basis.

New Jersey justifies sentencing people with convictions to a “civil death” by arguing they will “taint” the electoral process because they cannot be trusted to “vote responsibly.” The idea that people with convictions cannot be trusted to vote responsibly or that they will use their vote to elect a “pro-crime” candidate or otherwise achieve immoral ends is meritless and belied by the experience of people in Maine and Vermont who vote from prison.

I was a third grade school teacher who suffered from kidney issues my entire life. This led to needed surgery and addiction to pain pills to my eventually committing a robbery fueled by this addiction. Losing my right to vote makes me feel disassociated with society, as if I am not actually a member. No one’s life journey is a straight-line path of righteousness, and mistakes should not invalidate one’s individual voice, to express through the ballot, their own thoughts, feelings, opinions, and ideas.

Jessica Pacana
Disfranchised since 2015
Serving 8-year sentence

I represent the incarcerated individuals, referred to only in stats in recidivism and desistance rates. Because I am in a halfway house and am able to work in the community, I pay my taxes. If my voice is allowed to be heard I can be politically productive, be a positive influence on my family, and an asset to my community.

Renaldo Chavis
Disfranchised since 2001
Serving 25-year sentence
In reality, our votes affirm the legitimacy of our democracy, and are the source of the power by which elected officials are held accountable. Our collective task in the twenty-first century is to reduce barriers to voting and to encourage more people—not fewer—to participate in the political process.

4. Rehabilitation

Finally, the criminal justice objective of rehabilitation is recognized by a majority of American voters as the primary goal of the criminal justice system.

Rehabilitation and successful reintegration into the community require opportunity and support. When people with convictions have opportunities to engage in their communities and enjoy the support of family and neighbors, they think of themselves as an engaged part of the community, a concept referred to by criminologists as “role transition,” which is a central factor in rehabilitation. New Jersey’s law doubly isolates people from their community ties when they are incarcerated: first by denying them the right to engage in the electoral process by casting a vote, and second by counting them as residents of the prison facility where they are temporarily housed instead of their home communities to which they will return for redistricting purposes.

A person who sees herself as part of a broader community is less likely to act against that community. A person who develops pro-social roles, which voting helps to foster, is increasingly less likely to engage in behavior that is inconsistent with those new roles.

Bashir Hawkins, who was prohibited from voting in New Jersey from 2004 to 2015, observed that “people who are incarcerated, on parole, and on probation aren’t represented in the political process and in many instances are treated as second class citizens.”

Similar to the way that hospitals begin preparing patients to be discharged on the day of admission, so too should courts, jails, and correctional facilities begin preparing people with convictions for rehabilitation and release at least on, if not before, the first day of interaction. Policy decisions that make the right to vote—and connectedness to community that it fosters—available to people while they are incarcerated is
For people with convictions, particularly those in prison, voting also helps people feel connected to the community, rather than people estranged from, alienated from, and outside of it. A significant aspect of rehabilitation requires a person not only to manage and overcome the stigma of a conviction, but to create a new, pro-social identity, something voting facilitates.

Research is clear on the connection between voting and rehabilitation. An in-depth study that tracked a cohort of people in Minnesota found that those who voted were less likely to be involved in crime. In that study, approximately 16 percent of non-voters were arrested between 1997 and 2000, as compared to only 5 percent of voters. Similarly, 12 percent of non-voters were incarcerated during that time, as compared to only 5 percent of voters. Differences in arrest rates remain even when controlling for a person’s criminal history: among people who had previously been arrested, 27 percent of the non-voters were re-arrested, as compared to 12 percent of voters. In other words, the differences in arrest rates between voters and non-voters cannot be explained by criminal history.

A 2011 report by the Florida Parole Commission also found a similar connection to voting and reduced recidivism: while the overall recidivism rate for individuals in Florida was 33.1 percent, the recidivism rate of those whose voting rights had been restored was only 11.1 percent.

Corrections officials further attest to the positive impact voting has on rehabilitation. The American Probation and Parole Association, a membership organization of thousands of corrections professionals, writes that,

The justice system disproportionately impacts people of color and people of lower socio-economic status. This means taking away the right to vote to this segment of society gives a disproportionate advantage to rich white folks when it comes to electing people. Now that I can vote, I exercise my right in every election from the lowest held office to the President.

Regina Diamond-Rodriguez
Disfranchised from 2005-2014
Served 4 years

My voice would represent a particular class of people living in society, those that endured through tragedy, not unscathed, not without making mistakes, but learning from them and putting life back together.

Lawrence Bell
Always Disfranchised
Serving double life sentence

Incarcerated since the age of fourteen, I have never been allowed to vote. Although incarcerated, I have family who live in bad communities. My inability to vote has silenced my ability to assist them in bettering their lives and the life of the community. The right to vote is important, because I understand without it, I will always be “less than.”

Taheira Hickman
Disfranchised since 2006
Serving 18-year sentence
“[p]articipation in the voting process affirms an individual’s value to the political process. In addition, it encourages participation in civic life and builds connections to other law-abiding citizens who serve as support for those who may struggle with substance abuse or mental health issues.”\(^80\)

On the other hand, suppressing the votes of people with criminal convictions, as New Jersey does to more than 102,000 people, is a dehumanizing practice that relegates people to becoming democracy’s ghosts—\(^81\)—and in the process undermines the criminal justice goals of retribution, incapacitation, deterrence, and rehabilitation.

Maurice Romero is currently serving a life plus sentence and has never had the right to vote because he entered the criminal justice system as a minor. He shared that “it would give me a sense of pride in myself, where I came from, and my vote would assist in taking our nation into a positive direction.”

New Jersey should facilitate rehabilitation in every way possible, which includes connecting people with convictions to their broader community through the right to vote.

**IV NEW JERSEY’S VOTER SUPPRESSION IS ROOTED IN RACISM AND ENTRANCED POLITICS**

Although there are race-neutral justifications claimed for

The right to vote today would make me a part of the society who wrote me off while I was still a juvenile. Having a say in policies affecting my family and myself would introduce a credible source of information concerning the needs of formerly incarcerated individuals trying to re-acclimate themselves into society as productive citizens, many for the first time as an adult.

**Samuel Quiles**  
Always Disfranchised  
Serving 30-year sentence

I understand the value of my vote. This loss has prevented me from being a difference maker in my community, denying me the ability to lead by example for my children. I try to express the vote’s importance to my children, expressing how everyone’s vote matters. Without being able to exercise the franchise myself, this advice rings hollow.

**Michael Lamar Weaver**  
Disfranchised since 2004  
Serving 37-year sentence

I have never been eligible to vote. When my children showed pride in voting for the first time, I felt left out, not able to relate to their elation and somewhat ashamed. I’ve come to understand the importance of my vote through my children’s eyes, to know if I do not get to choose who represents me, someone else makes that choice and my representatives owe their allegiance to them. I want to be someone who can vote someone into office that will represent ALL OF THE PEOPLE.

**Rodney “Prince” Williford**  
Disfranchised since 1995  
Serving 72-year sentence
denying the right to vote to people with convictions, these policies are rooted in racism that produces explicit racially discriminatory results, and undemocratically entrenched political power.

1. Racism

This disparate impact on Black political power is a direct result of New Jersey’s decision to connect the fundamental right to vote to its criminal justice system,82 which, as discussed above, has the highest Black/white adult (12:1) 83 and youth (30:1) incarceration disparity rates in America.84 These staggering racial disparities are imported from the criminal justice system into the political process, producing racially discriminatory results.

Even when shown evidence that voting could reduce recidivism, individuals with strong racial animus still resist rights restoration.86 One study showed that “[r]acialized resentment and ideology exert the most influence on the reactions to policies seeking political rights for [people with felony convictions] as well as beliefs about the value of doing so.”87 Consistent with this research, Maine and Vermont—the two states with the fewest people of color88—are the only states that extend the vote to all people with criminal convictions.89

New Jersey should follow Maine and Vermont’s lead by restoring voting rights to everyone with convictions, including those presently incarcerated. Given that New Jersey’s racial disparities are most stark in prison, restoring rights for people on parole or probation will further exacerbate the racial disparity of those denied the right to vote in New Jersey.90

2. Entrenching Political Power

While elected officials have supported restoring voting rights for people with convictions, others have expressed concern that such support may make it seem like they are “soft on crime,”91 even as research shows that the policy helps
reduce recidivism. Some elected officials have also expressed concern that, if given the right to vote, people with convictions would vote, en masse, for a certain party. In fact, imprisoned people have political leanings consistent with the broader community outside of prison. Regardless, these political considerations are not proper justifications for New Jersey’s voter suppression. How someone will exercise their right to vote—whether for a particular party or another, or for no party at all—should have no bearing on whether they have access to this fundamental right.

V RECOMMENDATIONS TO ENSURE THAT PEOPLE WITH CONVICTIONS ARE DEMOCRACY’S GHOSTS NO MORE

1. Restoring Voting Rights to All People with Criminal Convictions

The racial disparities alone should compel New Jersey to restore voting rights to all people with criminal convictions. That voting increases public safety and could facilitate rehabilitation strengthens the argument.

Doing so will have a broader effect on voter participation and turnout in the community. Evidence shows that disfranchisement policy affects how others in the community view voting—there is “a negative relationship between Black [disfranchisement] and Black voter engagement.” It is important that all have a voice in a democracy; otherwise, it hurts society, giving more power to some while others are silenced through less representation.

John Rodriguez
Disfranchised since 1978
Served 37 years

I have the obligation of every citizen to pay taxes, but no right in selecting the officials who will allocate them. This impact on society is that the more people like me are prevented from voting, the more people unlike me get to decide where our money is allocated.

Ibrahim Sulimani
Always disfranchised
Served over 30 years
turnout.” One recent study has shown that felony disfranchisement is associated with a three percent reduction in the likelihood of voting in the broader community.

There have been increasing concerns about voter apathy and the need for voter turnout. Elected officials should support policies that further turnout. In order to convince the public that the right to vote is fundamental, our leaders must demonstrate they believe it themselves.

It is especially important to act soon. Every ten years, the United States is constitutionally required to count every person living in this country. The data obtained in the 2020 Census will determine our representation in all levels of government. Census data is used to determine how many seats each state holds in the House of Representatives and the number of electoral votes each state has. New Jersey has two fewer seats in Congress and two fewer electoral votes today than it did in 1990.

A number of demographic groups, including Black people, are hard to count, returning their Census forms at low rates. However, every ten years, incarcerated people are fully counted. The Department of Corrections knows

I cannot participate in electing a politician whose political views align with my communal values. The right to vote is important because a disfranchised minority, now excluded from the political process, maintains the silence, allowing for the codification of policies in conflict with my community’s interest. This ensures a continued negative effect—a stacking of the deck—against communities of color and the disfranchised.

Novis Parker
Disfranchised since 2002
Served 16 years
exactly how many people are currently incarcerated, and provides that information to the Census Bureau. While this practice seems wholly innocuous, we must consider the shocking implications. Every ten years, we count every incarcerated person during the Census and use that data to determine how much representation we have in the federal government, while we continue to deny these same people the right to vote for that representation. New Jersey will count their bodies—62 percent of whom are Black—but deny them a voice in the system.

New Jersey must pass pending legislation S2100/A3456 and allow all people the right to vote for the government that represents them. Incarcerated people should not just have the right to vote, they must have the right to vote by mail-in-ballot in their home communities. Voting-by-mail is already how individuals vote who are in New Jersey jails, either because they are convicted of disorderly, or misdemeanor, offenses or because they are awaiting trial.  

2. **End Prison-Based Gerrymandering**  

For people in prison, voting by mail in their home communities goes hand in hand with being counted in their home communities. In combination with restoring voting rights, New Jersey must pass pending bill A1987 (already passed in the State Senate) to end the practice of counting incarcerated people as residents of the prison for legislative redistricting purposes and instead count them at their home addresses. Doing so would shift political power and priorities back to the communities from which people in prison actually come. Several states have passed legislation to end this corrosive policy, and it is long past time for New Jersey to join them.

It is hard to become involved in my community, if I am not allowed to vote because of a mistake I made at the age of fourteen. I see the reality of social injustice, the areas that are not addressed—or if addressed, done so incorrectly—and I know my experiences can effect positive change. Having a voice and being able to vote for candidates that reflect what is best for my community should not be treated as a “privilege” but as an American right.

**Sean Farrell**  
Always Disfranchised  
Serving life sentence

I voted in every election until my incarceration. Voting matters to me and should matter to you, because who is in office from President to local School Board creates the policies that shape the direction and future of our lives and the lives of our children and their children.

**Monique Kendall**  
Disfranchised since 2004  
Serving 25-year sentence

Incarcerated at the age of twenty-six, I became part of the voiceless community. Democracy dictates that all citizens have a voice in the governing of the nation. I still am a citizen and should maintain my right to impact political decisions on all levels of governance.

**Marvin Spears**  
Disfranchised since 1994  
Serving 30-year sentence
I have been through several bouts of cancer and the resulting depression made the ability to get life back on track a struggle. My life slowed down through my incarceration and I gained insight into focusing on changing my life direction. I began taking all available programs, and college. I began to understand myself and love the person I saw growing before my eyes. However, with this comes the understanding that I have a voice, and losing my right to use my voice leaves a void.

**Johnnetha Hawthorne**
Disfranchised since 2009
Serving 18-year sentence

---

I am a lifelong resident of New Jersey, a Marine Veteran, and graduate of Rutgers University. The importance of voting was instilled in me from a very young age. Guided by my father, we were taught to discuss the community needs with members of the community and politics was a common discussion in my household. I voted in every election until I was no longer allowed to do so by law. When I became a convicted person, I became relegated to the shadows. No longer did I matter and I literally became a number, counted as property of the State of New Jersey. Losing my most fundamental human right—the right that protects all other rights—made me less than a full citizen, a member of the marginalized society. No longer could I assist to gain my community needed resources, no longer could I choose who would select the curriculum for our children’s education, no longer could I meaningfully contribute to the chorus that is the collective voices of the community to seek change of policies that are detrimental to poor communities. No longer do I have representation. To restore the franchise to me would make my voice—once again—relevant and connect me back to a society I defended as a Marine.

**Ronald W. Pierce** (second from left)
Disfranchised since 1987
Served 30 years

---

**VI CONCLUSION**

It is time for New Jersey to bring democracy’s over 102,000 ghosts out of the shadows and join Maine, Vermont, Puerto Rico, and many western democracies in restoring the right to vote to people with criminal convictions. New Jersey must also end prison-based gerrymandering. It has been 175 years since New Jersey first tied the criminal justice system to the franchise in its Constitution. It is time to finally sever this pernicious connection and ensure that people with criminal convictions are democracy’s ghosts no more by empowering them with the right to vote.
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